Matilda, the smart bedding system the world has been waiting for.

Most of us like sleeping with blankets, they make us feel comfortable and protected. A blanket also helps us preventing our body temperature from dropping lower than wanted. Matilda works with a feedback loop to optimize your body’s temperature regulation.

The smart comforter allows warmth and coolness regulation. You can determine preferred temperatures to which she should be heated up. Eventually, matilda remembers your optimal sleeping and temperature schedule.

While you can sleep comfortable and cozy, you are in control.

The sleeping bag – outdoor matilda

Due to its relatively thin heating wires the resistance is minimized, and the bag heats up without needing a high-power source. Its extra isolating layer from the floor keeps the temperature in its inside consistent.

Matilda comes in four colors:

MatildaFOUR1

For four bought we donate one sleeping bag, the outdoor Matilda, to homeless individuals.

Added vital sign measuring sensors keep track of a person’s vital signs. Through a GPS tracker a help signal can be sent out if these signals drop down to life-threatening conditions. Through the GPS the system is save for theft. Only charging stations for charging by induction must be provided by cities. The battery is strong enough for several weeks, the installation of power providing stations only small.

The smart bedding system matilda revolutionizes our way of sleeping, and with matildaFOUR1 everyone gets the opportunity to do good.

Did you know?

1 in 5 deaths by hypothermia...
>25% of registered cold-related injuries...
...are experienced by homeless individuals!

Our mission is to make a difference. Our mission is to end and prevent this suffering!